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United Earth burns. The Swarm runs rampant across our space. We mourn the loss of thousands of

ships and millions of fallen comrades. Billions of fathers, mothers, sisters and brothers--all gone, all

dead. It is time we end this, for our moment has come.But victory never comes without sacrifice.

Heroes are not taught nor trained, but forged in blood and ashes. Our grandchildrens' history books

will tell our story, and glorify the heroes and legends. The Swarm will be conquered; we will prevail.

At any price.
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I don't usually bother with reviews, but feel this trilogy deserves some accolades. I really enjoyed all

three books in the trilogy. I found the characters and the story very compelling. The sci-fi technology

was immaginative, unexpected at times and yet still believable. The story itself kept you glued to the

book. The politics, subtrfuge, and backroom dialogue added meat to the overall storyline and shows

the author's solid grasp of us humans and our shortcomings, as well as strengths. The despicable

trait that those who crave power and dominance over their fellow man, with no concern about



sacrificing countless lives, is an age old human tragity. I fear the author's predictions that mankind

will not "grow up" by the time we reach for the stars is more believable than the idealistic utopian

societies displayed in so many sci-fi books, movies, and tv shows.I have one minor suggestion

about the editing on the third book; I noticed at least half-a-dozen typographical errors that, as my

more literate wife says,"knocks the reader out of the story"'. I'm misstified that a simple word

processor didn't catch them.I would love to see a movie series made at the quality level applied to

the Harry Potter, Hobbit, and similar movie examples where the storyline of the book is followed as

closly as possible. I'm giving this trilogy five stars dispute the apparent rush to press of the third

book.

I liked it very much,it was still a pageturner ,but I came away with some issues, when Avery went on

her building spree why didn't her people improve the armour on all the new ships that were being

built and along the same thought why couldn't they improve the weaponry. For being such an

average student and space sailor Grainger showed he can think fast on his feet,think well and

problem solve all at the same time and by the way he always had a great crew and Granger was

almost always very persuasive. All in all a very good read. The behind the scenes shenanigans with

Avery,Malakov,Isaacson, Vollidin and all the rest was somtimes distracting,and I think Avery could

have helped Granger out a little better than she did.I did enjoy the novels and hope in the future we

don't get visited by the Swarm ,or the Valarsi or any of the bad guys,and whoever our visitors are

they come in peace. Thank you Mr.Webb !

I read the three-book series in less than a week, so yes this is a page-turner. It's well-written military

sci-fi with lots of action and believable characters. If you're looking for plot points, check other

reviews. I'm too busy reading to rehash that here. My rating is 4.5. More typos in this third and final

installment, but I they were not a major issue.

This book continued the story from the first two without losing any momentum. And, there was a

fitting and very interesting end to the trilogy. I have already purchased the first book of the next set

in the continuing story "Indepence". I also enjoy that the books are proof read and are formatted as

e-books correctly. This makes the reading experience so much better.Read the books, you should

enjoy them.

I loved this trilogy, start to finish. I was captivated, many points I just couldn't stop at the end of a



chapter without dying to continue into the next. Many trilogies seem to lose their path if they have

one, many can't fulfill expectations or close up the loose ends. Not the case with the Constitution

series, the last book brought up and closed up so much from the first two books.... My mind was

reeling. The twists were so well written and I swear he must have known most of this from the very

beginning. The depth of the characters continued to increase throughout the series until I can't bare

to part with them(some of them...) Pieces of the writing are so satisfyingly bold, while the story

comes together and flows like a symphony. To Captain Granger and the Old Bird!

I have to start out with I Totally enjoyed this book. It did take me places I had never dreamed of

before. Just about the time you think you have it figured out the story takes a 180 on you. The sub

plots are always in play to break the tension and really keeps thing rolling. I really loved the way the

author keeps you waiting for the other shoe to drop. I recommend this book to any Sifi reader. All

three were great.

Absolutely loved it. I'm so impressed at just how many threads and twists the author was able to knit

so elegantly together, bringing this trilogy to an incredibly satisfying end; all while maintaining that

same very-easy-to-read fast-paced style that characterised the first two books. I'd be in withdrawal if

I didn't know he was planning spinoffs within this fascinating Universe he's created.

Nick Webb is quickly becoming a master of space-based science fiction. I started this book the other

day, and once I got halfway through, I just had to finish, keeping me up way past my usual bedtime.

I can't tell you how much I enjoyed each of the three books in Nick Webb's Legacy Fleet series.Last

summer, I eagerly anticipated and read Ernie Cline's Armada. I enjoyed it, but it pales in comparison

to the storytelling Webb puts on display here. The twists and turns he puts on display could leave

the reader dizzy if they aren't careful. Each time I thought I knew what was going on, a character

revealed new information that changed EVERYTHING. The action is almost nonstop and intense,

leaving me pushing forward page by page until I finished.I loved, loved, loved these books and can't

wait to see what Webb has up his sleeves for his next books.
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